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**Abstract**

The purpose of this study was to identify the effect of using *Modul Pembentukan Amalan* in developing personality and leadership of preservice teacher. A quantitative approach using quasi-experimental method was applied in this study. A lecture method of teaching was implemented to the control group while *Modul Pembentukan Amalan Profesionalisme* was implemented to the treatment group. Data on the proficiency level were collected using pre-test and post-test by using case study test instruments which are equivalent to the study. A total of 70 preservice teachers were chosen as the subject of the study using intact sampling which involved 35 students from the Bachelor of Education in Entrepreneurship and Commerce, and 35 students from the Bachelor of Education in Business Management. Both programmes under the same department which is the Department of Business Management and Entrepreneurship, Faculty of Management and Economics, Sultan Idris Education University. Students the Entrepreneurship and Commerce Programme were chosen as control group and the students of Business Management Programme were set as the treatment group. The difference in mean level of preservice teachers’ professionalism practice was analyzed using the t-test. The findings showed that the teaching and learning using the *Modul Pembentukan Amalan Profesionalisme* as an intervention in the treatment group could improve the professionalism practice of preservice teachers in terms of personality and leadership. However, a more comprehensive study is suggested to be carried out to ensure that the results obtained from this study are robust and consistent.
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**Introduction**

In this 21st century, quality of teacher in education system is very important. The issues of the quality teacher often discussed in today's forums and seminars compared to the past
Recently, educational developments are very challenging and sophisticated require serious attention among educators. The implementation of education requires educators to reform themselves towards the views, attitudes and efforts to equip themselves with the latest knowledge and teaching skills in order to enhance the capabilities and performance of this increasingly challenging career (Lombardi, 2016).

In order to achieve this goal, teacher preparation programs is the main contribution in produce a quality preservice teachers in terms of knowledge, skills, and personality in professionalism as stated in National Education Philosophy (1996) and Teacher Education Philosophy (1988). According to Weber and Johnsen (2012) in the context of teaching, a teacher’s professionalism is judged of teacher characteristics aspect. The attitude and values highlighted by the teacher in teaching and learning can influence students' understanding in learning.

Therefore, the formation of teacher professionalism is a mechanism and should be established when they are still in the duration of education programmes. This teacher’s professionalism practice is seen as a step towards preparing quality teachers in the future. Hence, it is important for teachers to provide human resources and preservice teachers who are not only have a criteria in knowledge, skill value but have the best of professionalism level. Professionalism is a main role to preservice teachers in education to become a professional educator, so they must accept the concept of professionalism.

Professionalism is a developing of personality and leadership which should established by preservice teachers to facing the critical challenges of education management in the era of globalization and technological advancement. Preservice teachers need a wide range of expertise certain skills including learning skills, thinking skills, teaching, evaluation, and communication skills (Kesler, 2011). Professional teachers need to show professionalism that is usually associated with the profession. The teaching profession now requires teachers who are knowledgeable and have various skills to meet the challenges of the 21st century education (Hong, 2010). Teachers need to be prepared of the 21st century education challenge relying heavily on teachers and they should be fixed to implement these challenge demands and changes with full commitment and responsibility.

Drawing upon published literature, it can be concluded that the professionalism practice is very important to preservice teachers to help them facing the education transformation which is constantly changing. They need to do a preparation in teacher leadership during their preservice programs. Therefore, the formation of teachers’ professionalism practices should be nurtured early when they are at the Institute of Teacher Education, Public Higher Education Institutions and Private Higher Education Institutions. Hence, as an intervention measure to be given to preservice teachers is to use the Modul Pembentukan Amalan Profesionalisme (MPAP) to develop professionalism practice from the aspect of personality and leadership. Once preservice teachers understand the definitions, origins, and theories associated with professionalism practice, they need to explore the various ways that they can lead.
A developing of Modul Pembentukan Amalan Profesionalisme (MPAP)

In the developing of the Modul Pembentukan Amalan Profesionalisme (MPAP), a researchers choose Sharifah Alwiah Alsagoff (1981) approach to develop the module.

![Diagram 1 Module Developing Framework. Adapted from Sharifah Alwiah Alsagoff (1981)](image)

The content of this Modul Pembentukan Amalan Profesionalisme (MPAP) are based on the Model Standard Guru Malaysia (2009), Big Five Personality Theory (1999), Teacher Leadership Theory (Katzenmeyer & Moller, 2009) which covers aspects of personality and leadership that will be applied by preservice teachers after completing the activity and responding to post test questions. While the learning theory is based on Lev Vygotsky Theory, Knolwes Theory (1970) and Cooperative Learning Approach.

Teaching and learning using this module is done for 6 weeks. After 6 weeks of teaching, post-test was conducted on preservice teachers in treatment groups and control groups to see their professionalism practice based on all the chapter and activity that they have finished.
Table 1 Teaching and Learning using *Modul Pembentukan Amalan Profesionalisme (MPAP)*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Weeks</th>
<th>Chapter/Activity</th>
<th>Duration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>One</td>
<td>Pre Test</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Two</td>
<td>Chapter 1: Teacher Professionalism Activity 1</td>
<td>60 Minute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Three</td>
<td>Chapter 2: Teacher Leadership (Collegiality) Activity 2</td>
<td>60 Minute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Four</td>
<td>Chapter 3: Teacher Responsibility Activity 3</td>
<td>60 Minute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Five</td>
<td>Chapter 4: Teacher Leadership (Open Communication) Activity 4</td>
<td>60 Minute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Six</td>
<td>Chapter 5: Teacher Leadership (Autonomy) Activity 5: Di Mana Anda Berada?</td>
<td>60 Minute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seven</td>
<td>Chapter 6: Teacher Integrity Activiti 6</td>
<td>60 Minute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eight</td>
<td>Post Test</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Professionalism Practice Assessment**

The assessment to clarify the professionalism practice of preservice teacher is using the case study test. Case study is a description of the situation faced by an organization and involves an important issue. Case is a teaching document that can provide effective simulation for preservice teachers to analyze and provide solutions (Muhamad Muda, 2003). The case used in this test is to see at professionalism practice that includes personality and leadership of preservice teachers and the effectiveness of the using *Modul Pembentukan Amalan Profesionalisme (MPAP)* in resolving the case study.

This test contains six case, based on essay questions. Six questions in the form of case studies essay conducted in pre and post-test. The same questions are using for treatment and control groups. The questions are related with the teaching and learning that will be undertaken by the lecturers to for treatment and control groups. After both the groups completing the test, the researcher will examine the answers based on the predefined answer scheme. All the answers have been reviewed by an expert from the Department of Malaysian Institute of Teacher Education by looking at the answer based on scheme, approximate rubric and scoring.
Table 2 Preservice Teachers' Practice Score Score Division

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Score</th>
<th>Level</th>
<th>Explanation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0 to 6</td>
<td>Very weak</td>
<td>Preservice teachers acquire very little personality and leadership in shaping the professionalism required to produce quality teachers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 to 12</td>
<td>Weak</td>
<td>Preservice teachers began to develop personality and leadership in shaping the professionalism required to produce quality teachers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13 to 18</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>Preservice teachers are building up and mastering some personality and leadership in shaping the professionalism required to produce quality teachers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19 to 24</td>
<td>Good</td>
<td>Preservice teachers have acquire personality and leadership in shaping the required professionalism and are almost ready to become qualified teachers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25 to 30</td>
<td>Very Good</td>
<td>Preservice teachers have the personality and leadership in shaping the excellent professionalism and are ready to become quality teachers</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Source: Kennedy, 2010; Ministry of Higher Education, 2016)

Research Methodology (Quasi-Experiment)

This study was conducted using a quantitative approach that applied quasi-experimental design. In this experimental study, the researchers will test the effects of experiments on the results of the study by controlling the factors that may influence the experimental results (Creswell, 2012). The experimental design was formed by conducting a quasi-experimental procedure using pre and post-test techniques with control groups and treatment groups.

The subject of preservice teacher selected in this study involved two groups, namely the treatment group and the control group. Preservice teachers belonging to the treatment group were exposed to learning methods using the Modul Pembentukan Amalan Profesionalisme (MPAP). However, preservice teachers categorized in control groups only use lecture methods.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pre test</th>
<th>Post test</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>01</td>
<td>02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>03</td>
<td>04</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dependence Variable</th>
<th>Independence Variable</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Modul Pembentukan Amalan Profesionalisme (MPAP)</td>
<td>Lecture Method</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professionalism practice</td>
<td>(01, 02)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(03, 04)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Diagram 2 A summary of the design and analysis design

Findings
Research Question 1
What is the level of professionalism practice among preservice teachers in the control group and treatment group?

Descriptive analysis is used to obtain mean value and standard deviation based on the pre-test score of control and treatment groups. This control and treatment group is determined when both groups are homogeneous and match to test. Therefore, co-researchers with lecturers who will conduct the teaching and learning of this professional practice course determine that the KP group (ISPM Entrepreneurship and Trade) is a control group while the PP (ISMP Business Management) group is a treatment group.

The average score of professional practice preservice teacher is 13.54 for control group and 13.23 for treatment group. This means that the level of professionalism existing within preservice teachers in the control group and the treatment group is at the same level of Moderate (scores ranging from 13 to 18).

Hypothesis Testing 1
H01 There is no significant difference in mean score on professional practice of preservice teachers in the control group before and after learning through lectures.

This analysis is used to answer the research question 2 and to test H01 that there is no significant mean difference in the professionalism practice of preservice teacher in the control group before
and after learning by lecture method. The researchers used paired sample t test to test the null hypothesis.

**Table 3 Mean score differences of professionalism practice (Control Group)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Test</th>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Mean Score</th>
<th>Mean Difference</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>t Value</th>
<th>Sig.Level</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>Pre</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>13.54</td>
<td>4.40</td>
<td>1.61</td>
<td>16.14</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>17.94</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Significant level of 0.05**

The findings of the paired sample-t test analysis to test the null hypothesis are shown in table 3 to compare the mean score of the pre test and post-test for the control group of preservice teachers receive the lectures method. Based on table 3, the t value is 16.14 and the significant level, p is .000. This significant level (p = .000) is smaller than 0.05 (p <0.05). Based on this findings, t (34, p = 0.000) = 16.14 and p <0.05, paired sample t test differ significantly so that the null hypothesis states that there is no significant mean difference in the professionalism practice of preservice teacher in the control group before and after receive lectures method is rejected.

This study found that there was a significant difference in mean score on professionalism practice of preservice teachers in the control group before and after getting lectures method. Descriptive analysis also showed that the mean score of professional practice of preservice teachers increased by 4.40 from 13.54 (pre-test) to 17.94 (post-test). This means that preservice teachers who received lectures method show differences significant even though they are at moderate level (score between 13 and 18).

**Hypothesis Testing 2**

H02 There is no significant difference in mean score on professionalism practice of preservice teachers in the treatment group before and after teaching using the *Modul Pembentukan Amalan Profesionalisme (MPAP)*.

This analysis was used to answer the research question 3 and to test H02 that there was no significant mean difference in the professionalism practice of the preservice teacher in the treatment group before and after the teaching using the *Modul Pembentukan Amalan Profesionalisme (MPAP)*. The researchers used paired sample t test to test the null hypothesis.
Table 4 Mean score differences of professionalism practice (Treatment Group)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Test</th>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Mean Score</th>
<th>Mean Difference</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>t Value</th>
<th>Sig. Level</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pre</td>
<td>35</td>
<td></td>
<td>13.23</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treatment</td>
<td>Post</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>23.63</td>
<td>10.40</td>
<td>2.59</td>
<td>23.74</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

** Significant level of 0.05

The researcher used paired t-sample test analysis to compare pre test min score with post test min score for treatment group ie preservice teacher who got the lesson using the *Modul Pembentukan Amalan Profesionalisme (MPAP)* as in table 4. Based on table 4, the t value is 23.74 and the significant level p is 0.000. This significant level (p = 0.000) is lower than 0.05 (p <0.05). Based on these findings, t (34, p = 0.000) = 23.74 and p <0.05, paired sample t test differ significantly so that, the null hypothesis states that there is no significant mean difference on professional practice of pre service teacher in the treatment group before and after getting instruction using the *Modul Pembentukan Amalan Profesionalisme (MPAP)* is rejected.

This study found that there was a significant difference in mean score on professionalism practice of preservice teachers in the treatment group before and after learning through the *Modul Pembentukan Amalan Profesionalisme (MPAP)*. Analysis shows that the mean score of pre service professionalism practice has increased 10.40, from 13.23 (pre test) to 23.63 (post test). This means getting lessons using the *Modul Pembentukan Amalan Profesionalisme (MPAP)* module for preservice teachers can improve their professionalism practice from Moderate level (score 13 to 18) to Good level (score 19 and 24).

**Hypothesis Testing 3**

H03 There is no significant difference in mean score on professionalism practice of preservice teachers in the treatment group after using the *Modul Pembentukan Amalan Profesionalisme (MPAP)* and preservice teachers in the control group after receiving lectures method.

This analysis was used to answer the research question 4 and to test H03 that there was no significant difference in mean score on professionalism practice of preservice teachers in the treatment group after using the *Modul Pembentukan Amalan Profesionalisme (MPAP)* and preservice teachers in the control group after receiving lecture method. The researchers used independent sample t test to test the null hypothesis.
Table 5 Comparison an Increase Score of Professionalism Practice between the Treatment Group and the Control Group

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Comparison Mean Score</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>Mean Differences</th>
<th>t value</th>
<th>Sig. Level</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Treatment</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>10.40</td>
<td>2.59</td>
<td>6.00</td>
<td>11.63</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>4.40</td>
<td>1.61</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

** Significant level of 0.05

Based on Table 4.5, the increase in the mean score of professionalism for the treatment group is 10.40 (n = 35, sd = 2.59), while for the control group is 4.40 (n = 35, sd = 1.61). The difference between the two mean scores is 6.00, the t value is 11.63 and the significant level, p is 0.000. This significant level (p = 0.000) is lower than 0.05 (p <0.05). Therefore, the null hypothesis that there is no significant difference in mean score on professionalism practice of preservice teachers in the treatment group after using the Modul Pembentukan Amalan Profesionalisme (MPAP) and preservice teachers in the control group after receiving lectures method is rejected.

This study found that there was a significant difference in mean score on the improvement of professionalism practice of preservice teachers in the treatment group with preservice teachers in the control group. This means that the increase in the mean score of professionalism practice preservice teacher using the Modul Pembentukan Amalan Profesionalisme (MPAP) of 10.40 is greater than the mean score of professionalism practice of preservice teachers who received lectures method of 4.40. Therefore, this study is able to prove that the implementation of teaching using the Professionalism Modul Pembentukan Amalan Profesionalisme (MPAP) can form the professionalism practice of preservice teacher in treatment group rather than preservice teachers in the control group are receiving lecture method.

In summary, the findings show that there is a higher mean score of professionalism practice among preservice teachers after being exposed to the teaching using the Modul Pembentukan Amalan Profesionalisme (MPAP) compared with teaching using lecture methods.

Discussion
This discussion will be started by discussing the level of professionalism are existing in itself among preservice teachers. The discussion of the level of professionalism is based on the results of the pre test given to the subject of the study. Next is the discussion of the effects of the implementation of teaching and learning methods using the Modul Pembentukan Amalan Profesionalisme (MPAP).
The Level of Professionalism are Existing in Itself among Preservice Teachers in The Control and Treatment Group.

Based on the results, the level of professionalism practice among preservice teachers according to the control group and the treatment group is level score is 13.54 for control group and 13.23 for treatment group. This means that the level of professionalism existing among preservice teachers in control and treatment groups is at the same level of Moderate (score 13 and 18).

This finding demonstrates that preservice teachers are build up and mastering some personality and leadership in term of developing the professionalism required to produce quality teachers. Even though, the subjects are used semester 8 students and they have done practicum training, their level of professionalism practice remained at moderate level. This is because the preservice teacher has no high confidence and is still not ready to compose self-image as a real teacher (Kagan, 1992). Gregory et al., (2011) and Savolainen et al., (2012) argue that preservice teachers are still failing to improve their professionalism in terms of personality and leadership despite having been in the field of education for several years.

Preservice teachers should be given appropriate intervention programs to enhance the level of their professionalism practice in terms of personality and leadership. Based on Cognitive Theory, changes in preservice teachers caused their interaction with the living environment and the learning situation experienced. Stevens (2013) states that preservice teachers who have undergone practicum training should have the appropriate level of professionalism and their level of study. This situation is supported by the findings of Farrell (2012), that the level of professionalism in personality and leadership practices will not only affect preservice teachers while they are studying at institutions of study but will also affect preservice teachers when placed in school and will become starting teacher or novice teacher.

The Effectiveness of Modul Pembentukan Amalan Profesionalisme (MPAP) Module on Preservice Teacher Professionalism Practice.

Based on the results of the test, there was a significant difference in mean score on professionalism practice of preservice teachers in the treatment group before and after learning using the Modul Pembentukan Amalan Profesionalisme (MPAP). Analysis shows that the mean score of professionalism practice has increased 10.40, from 13.23 (pre test) to 23.63 (post test). This means that teaching using the Modul Pembentukan Amalan Profesionalisme (MPAP) for preservice teachers can improve their professionalism practice from a moderate level (score 13 to 18) to a good level (score 19 and 24).

In addition, the results also showed a significant difference in mean score on the improvement of professionalism practice of preservice teachers in the treatment group with preservice teachers in the control group. This means that the improvement of the mean score of professionalism practice preservice teacher with the teaching using the Modul Pembentukan Amalan Profesionalisme (MPAP) of 10.40 is greater than the mean score of professionalism practice preservice teacher with lecture method of 4.40. Therefore, this study can prove that the
teaching using *Modul Pembentukan Amalan Profesionalisme (MPAP)* can develop the professionalism practice of preservice teacher rather than teaching by lecture method on preservice teachers.

It is clear that these results indicate the teaching intervention using the *Modul Pembentukan Amalan Profesionalisme (MPAP)* can be used as a teaching approach in the course of preparing teachers in institutions of learning to develop professionalism practice in terms of personality and leadership. This finding is consistent with Werner’s (2014) study findings. This finding also shows that teaching using modules is suitable for preservice teachers as early in one semester for the provision of professionalism practice. The teaching intervention program using the 6-week *Modul Pembentukan Amalan Profesionalisme (MPAP)* with the adaptation process of group activities has successfully attracted preservice teachers to develop professionalism practice.

**Recommendation**
The findings of this study provide information on the effect of teaching using the *Modul Pembentukan Amalan Profesionalisme (MPAP)* in teaching and learning sessions. This study is also devoted to preservice teachers of 8 semester who have undergone practicum training. Based on this study, some improvements are desirable for further research. Among them are as follows:

Firstly, the method of collecting data for this study did not involve interviews or observations of the sample in this study, but the data for this study was only obtained through the test-type instruments which were answered by the samples in this study. Therefore, multiple data collection methods should be used because of the interaction between the two groups, each using the method of implementation of the *Modul Pembentukan Amalan Profesionalisme (MPAP)* and the lecture method can not be clearly defined and somewhat difficult to control. Hence, the follow-up studies will be desirable to use a variety of methods to collect data in ensuring that the findings of the study have been made for research and comparison to make more informed decisions.

Second, researchers suggest that further studies can involve demographics and larger sample sizes so that they can be generalized to larger populations, especially for students in the field of education. It is very interesting and appropriate to look at the effectiveness of a learning method and is very desirable to be implemented for future research as a follow-up study. According to Guo and Reinecke (2014), the teaching and learning methods used have significant relationship to the demographic of the students in the courses studied. In this way, through this variable the researchers are able to track student achievement on a method of teaching that is exposed to students ie for the period before and after the execution of an experiment.

Thirdly, the researcher proposes to conduct a long-term study at least one study period or one semester to obtain more significant insights. The level of professionalism of preservice teachers can be assessed at the beginning, the middle and end of the course of study or the semester. Long-term studies can also be made to determine whether the level of professionalism practice of preservice teachers at the beginning of the study has a relationship with their progress while in high school. In the meantime, further studies need to focus and emphasize one of the
more profound and professionalism aspects in terms of personality or leadership. Further studies should focus on a number of factors other than personality and leadership in the development of professionalism practice such as profession domain and social domain that found in Standard Guru Malaysia.

Fourth, further studies can still be carried out with improvements in terms of carrying out module activities without assisting facilitators, faculty and lecturers. Conducting module activities without assisting facilitators, faculty and lecturers is that the activities of the module do not require the help of others to run it. It requires a preservice teacher who conducts and follows the module individually by following the instructions in the module activity. The facilitator module without facilitating activities is like the use of technology applications such as websites, blogs or car apps where it is more interactive and appropriate to use today.

Fifth, the training period of the module for lecturers and students should be carried out more effectively before the intervention session. The deep understanding of this module is very important to ensure that students are really good at mastering the activities provided so that the objectives for each activity are achieved.

All the views and suggestions provided by the researchers through this study are not the best recommendations. The recommendations provided are only through the indirect observation of the researcher during the course of the study. However, the researcher feels that this study can be further developed by other researchers in order to produce a robust module and research findings to assist these preservice teachers to apply professional practice and to produce quality teachers in the future. The findings also show that the efforts to strengthen and establish professionalism practices of these preservice teachers require the efforts of various parties such as the Education Institution, the Public and Private Higher Institutions, the Ministry of Education and the Ministry of Higher Education. The researchers hope that the suggestions and views given will help the specific parties to think of appropriate efforts and steps to produce quality teachers in the future.

Conclusion

In summary, this study was conducted to examine the effectiveness of teaching using the Modul Pembentukan Amalan Profesionalisme (MPAP) on preservice teacher in 8 semesters who had undergone practicum training. The results of the data analysis in this study found that the teaching using the Modul Pembentukan Amalan Profesionalisme (MPAP) was able to provide greater benefits to preservice teachers in learning. This situation can be seen when there is an increase in the level of professionalism practice in personality and leadership aspects before and after the activities of the Modul Pembentukan Amalan Profesionalisme (MPAP). Hence, the results of this study also contribute substantially to the improvement in the field of education in the future.
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